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1. INTRODUCTION 
If a finite solvable group G admits an automorphism x of order p”, p 
some prime, such that x has no nontrivial fixed points on G, then the 
Fitting length of G is at most n. This result goes back to Hoffman [8], 
Shult [lo] and Gross [4,5], although in [8] and [lo] it is only proved 
under some additional hypothesis to the prime p and the primes dividing 
the order of G, and Gross could only show that the Fitting length is at 
most 2n - 2 for p = 2. The complete proof is contained, however, in [2], 
and Berger treats a much more general situation: the automorphism 
groups he allows do not have to be cyclic of prime power order, but only 
nilpotent. 
But let us still consider the automorphism x of order p”. We see, that the 
fixed point free action of x on G forces the structure of G to be “not too 
wild” in terms of the order of x. Now it is clear, that if x is allowed to have 
m fixed points on G, and (IGI, p) = 1, then also the Fitting length of G is 
bounded by some function of n and m, since the sections F,, ,,( G)/Fi- ,(G) 
must contain fixed points of x by the above theorem. But it seems more 
reasonable to look, whether G might still be “close to” having Fitting 
length at most n, differing from that only by some function of m. This was 
done in [6] and [7] for x of order p, i.e., it was shown that there is some 
function f such that (G: F(G)( is bounded by f (p, m), if x has order p, 
coprime to ICI, and lC,(x)l <m. We extend this result to automorphisms 
of prime power order and prove the following two theorems. 
THEOREM 1. There is a function f =.f (p, n, m) with the following proper- 
ty: If p is an odd prime, G a finite solvable p’-group and x an automorphism 
of order p” of G with IC,(x)l < m, then IG: F,(G)1 <f (p, n, m). 
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THEOREM 2. There is a function g = g(n, m) with the following property: 
If G is a finite solvable group of odd order and x an automorphism of order 
2” of G with [C,(x)1 <m, then IG: Fz;,-,(G)I <g(n, m). 
The difference of the Fitting lengths in the p = 2 and in the odd prime case 
results from the somewhat more complicated representation theory in the 
former case. 
We only want to consider finite groups in this paper, so all groups are 
assumed to be finite in the following. Primes are denoted by p, q, and r, 
and if p is used, it is understood that p is a prime. Similarly, we use positive 
integers n without further mentioning, if it is clear what we mean by n. 
Notation is adopted from Huppert’s book [9]; if A is a group acting on a 
set Q, we denote by s,(A) the number of regular orbits of A on 52. The 
organization of the paper is as follows: Proofs for Theorems 1 and 2 are 
given in Section 4; they are by induction on n, the basic tool for this induc- 
tion, the F-chains, are explained in Section 2, while the representation 
theory needed is given in Section 3. 
2. F-CHAINS 
In this section, we introduce some new type of chains of subgroups in 
finite solvable groups, similar to the well-known Fitting chains. But while 
those are only used to bound the Fitting length of the solvable group under 
fixed point free action of some nilpotent operator group, F-chains may be 
used for the same reason, if the operator group is not fixed point free but if 
only the number of fixed points is itself bounded. 
(2.1) DEFINITION. Let G be a group, B,&A,sB,~A,~ ... zBjsAj 
a chain of subgroups of G. Then % = { Bi, Ai}1 GiGj is called an F-chain of 
length j in G, provided the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) Bi, A, are normal in A,; 
(ii) Ai/Bi is nilpotent of class at most 2, and d(AJBJ c Z(A,/B,); for 
odd prime divisors r of IAi/Bi I and R E Syl,(Ai/Bi) even exp(R) = r, 
(iii) if t is a prime dividing I Ai+, /Bi+ r 1, and S is some Sylow t-sub- 
group of Ai+, , then 
(2.2) EXAMPLE. Let G be a solvable group of Fitting length at least j; 
put B,:=F,- ,(G) and Ai the preimage of some “critical” subgroup of 
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F,(G)/&.-.,(G) in the sense of [3,5.3,11, 5.3.131. Then (s,,Ai) is an F- 
chain of length j in G. 
Proof. By a “critical” subgroup in a nilpotent group we mean of course 
the direct product of critical subgroups of all its Sylow p-subgroups. Now 
conditions (i) and (ii) follow immediately from Thompson’s theorem 
[3, 5.3.111 and from [3, 53.13). Since the Fitting subgroup of a finite 
solvable group is self-centralizing, we can also verify (iii). 
(2.3) LEMMA. Let (Bi,Ai),GiG, be an F-chain in G, and let C be an A,- 
inuar~ant subgroup of A, conta~ing B,. Define the subgroup Y of A, by 
Y/B, = &C/B,) and put B, := C, 8,:= C,l(C/Y) for i2 2, ai:= C,,(C/Y). 
Then also (B,, Ai j , d iS n is an F-chain inC,(C/Y). 
Proof. The conditions (i) and (ii) are easily checked. Let t be some 
prime dividing IAi+ ,/Bi+, ( and let S be some Sylow t-subgroup of Ji+ 1. 
Let XES~ C,(O,~(~,/B,)). Clearly, x centralizes Ai/Ai, so x even cen- 
tralizes O,.( A,/B,) and x E B,, , . But now x E Bi+ 1. 
Although this lemma is not used in the following, it might be helpful in 
more general situations; by (2.3) one can assume that A,/B, is irreducible 
in minimal counterexamples. Let X be a group acting on the group G, and 
let 9~ (Bi, AifldiCn be an F-chain of G. We say that X acts on 9 
(resp. 9 is ~-invariant) if X normalizes all the subgroups B,, A i of G. The 
product n;= r IC,,,,(X)l is called the number of fixed points of X on FF. 
Clearly this number is smaller or equal to the number of fixed points of X 
on G, if (ICI, [Xl)= 1. 
For inductive arguments we need the following: 
(2.4) DEFINITION. Let p be a prime, G a p’-group and X a p-group of 
automorphisms of G. Let 9 = (Bi, Ai) be an X-invariant F-chain of G. Let 
Y be a normal subgroup of X, then define: 
K,:= [Ai, Y] B, and L,/B,:= 4&/B,); 
&:= C,(Y) n Bi, A;= C,(Y) n A,n f’-j 
[ 
C,(Kj/Lj) &, 
2aj<i-1 1 
2i:= C,(Y)nA,n 
[ 
n C,(KjILj) Pi, 
3<jCi- 1 1 
Let Sf’= (-iii, &f29iCn and S:= f&, &)3<i<n. 
(2.5) LEMMA. Let G be a PI-group, X a p-group of automorphisms of 
G and Y some normal subgroup of X. Let 9 = (B,, Ai} 1 4 iS,, be some 
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X-invariant F-chain of length n in G. Then 9; (resp. 9:) are F-chains of 
length n - 1 (resp. n - 2) in C,( Y) invariant underX/Y. 
Proof: Again conditions (i) and (ii) are easily checked. Let t be some 
prime dividing IJi+ , /B’, + , (, i > 2, and let S be some Sylow t-subgroup of 
&+I? XE S centralizing O,(,?i/Bi). Then by definition of Ai+ i, x cen- 
tralizes C,( Y) n Ai/ai, and so x centralizes O,,( C,( Y) n AJB,). But x also 
centralizes O,(Ki/Bi), and so x E C,(O,(A,/B,)). Thus x E Bi+, . The proof 
for S,Y is the same. 
3. SOME REPRESENTATION THEORY 
(3.1) LEMMA. Let H be a solvable PI-group, A an abelian group of order 
p” acting on H, and let the semi-direct product HA act transitively on the set 
$2. Assume that A acts faithfully on Q, then 101 < (p + 1)“. s,(A). 
Proof Induction on the order of HA. Of course, H= 1 is settled by 
[9, 1.5133. So assume Hf 1, and assume that H is not transitive itself on 
52. Then if U is the stabilizer of an H-orbit in A, we get by induction 
applied to HU the desired result, since A/U permutes the H-orbits 
regularly. 
So assume that H is transitive on 52. Choose some maximal A-invariant 
normal subgroup N of H. Then with a similar argument we may assume 
that N= 1. But now H acts regularly on 52, and A is just the stabilizer of 
some element w of Sz. The representations of A on a-(~} and H* are 
similar, and since A acts irreducibly on H, every nontrivial element of A 
acts fixed point freely on H. Now ISZJ - 1 =p”s,(A), and therefore 
IQI G (P+ l)“s~(A). 
(3.2) COROLLARY. Let A be some abelian group of order p”, acting on 
the solvable PI-group H. Let M be an A-invariant normal subgroup of H, and 
let V be some irreducible HA-module. If V decomposes under the action of M 
in a direct sum of homogeneous components Vi, 1 < i < m, then either some 
element a E A* leaves invariant all Vi, orI VI < ICY(A)jtP+ lr. 
Proof The group (H/M) A permutes the homogeneous components Vi 
transitively. Let Vf be a regular A-orbit on this set, and W= OOEA Vy, 
then the “diagonal” of W consists of fixed points for A. Therefore 
1 WI = IC,(A)JP”. Now (3.1) yields /VI = IV,Im< IV,I(P+‘)“s(A)< 
C,,(A)J(“+‘? 
(3.3) LEMMA. Let R be an extraspecial r-group of order rZk + ‘, 
x~Aut(R) of order p” satisfying [R, x] = R and [Z(R), x] = 1. Let the 
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semi-direct product R(x) act irreducibly and faithfully on the K-module V, 
K some algebraically closed field of characteristic not r or p. Then 
dim&,(x) < (l/p”) dim,(V) + 1, and one of the following holds: 
(i) C,(x)=O, jR1 <p3” and rk=pn- 1, 
(ii) dim,V<p”+’ dim,C,(x). 
Proof By [9, V.17.131 the group (x) is represented on V in such a 
way that for the character of the representation we have 
X=dimkV-S 
P” 
.p+6p. 
Here, 6 can be + 1, and ,u is some linear, p the regular character of (x). 
Now C,(x) =0 can only hold for 6 = -1, p= 1 and therefore 
rk+ 1 =dim,V+ 1 =p”, and IRI <p3”, rk =p”- 1. In this case, (i) is 
fulfilled. But if dim&,(x)> 1, then in all four possible cases (6= kl, 
p= 1, p# 1) we get the bound p”+’ dim,C,(x) for dim,V. Obviously, in 
any case we have dim&,,(x) < (l/p”) dim,V+ 1. 
(3.4) LEMMA. Let R be an r-group satisfying 4(R) E Z(R), and let 
x E Aut(R) be of order p”, p and r different primes. Let z := xp”-’ and assume 
[R, z] = R. Assume further that R(x > acts irreducibly and faithfully on the 
K-module V, V some algebraically closed field in characteristic q different 
from p and r. Then one of the following holds: 
(i) C,(x) = 0, /RI <p3@ and r’ =pm - 1 for some integers t and m, 
(ii) dim,V< (1 +p)“+‘dim,C,(x). 
Proof Let V= VI+ V,+ **+ + Vk be the decomposition of V into its 
homogeneous R-components. Let M= nr= 1 N,,,,( Vi). Now if z $ M, then 
(ii) is implied by (3.2). If k = 1, so V is a homogeneous R-module, then 
Z(R) is cyclic and Z(R) is centralized by x, so Z(R) = q5( R). From 
exp(R/Z(R)) = r we get exp(@(R)) = r, and therefore R is extraspecial, and 
(3.3) applies. So let m be chosen minimal such that xd”o M, 0 <m <n. 
Then k =p”‘, and R(xd”) acts irreducibly on the modules Vi. Put 
Ni = C,( Vi), then as above, R/N, is an extraspecial r-group, and (3.3) 
applies to R(xP)/Ni and the module Vi. If we have 
dim,Vi<p”-“+’ dim,C,,(x@“) for some i, then for all i and 
dim,V=p”dim,Vi<p m+(n-m+‘)dim,C,(xP”)~pn+l dim,C,,(x). 
But if C,,(xpm) = 0 for some i, then C,(x) = 0, and (3.3) yields [R/N, I < 
P~(“-~) for all i. Thus IR( <p3’“-m)pm <P’“~“. 
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(3.5) Remark. As is well known, the case rk =p”’ - 1, r, p primes, can 
only occur in the following situations, p = 2, k = 1; p= 3, P= 2 and 
m= 1,2;p> 3, r = 2, m = 1. So for a certain power p”, the number of 
possible primes r satisfying some equality rk = p” - 1 for some k and some 
m at most n, is certainly bounded by an obvious function of p”. So for fixed 
p”, almost always (ii) holds in (3.4). Moreover, for odd primes p we have 
even more information in the “bad” case (i): 
by [4] Theorem 2.2, if x is fixed point free on V, we get C,(x) # 1 from 
[R, z] = 1. 
(3.6) LEMMA. Let p be an odd prime, T a solvable PI-group and 
x~Aut(T) of order p”. Let N be some x-invariant normal subgroup of T 
sarisfying T= T/N is nilpotent, &T) c Z( T), and T= [T, z] for z := ~8~'. 
Let V be an abeiian p’-group acted upon by T(x) such that the hollowing 
condition holds: for all primes t dividing / ?=I and S,E Syl,(T) we have 
C,(O,.(V))= S,nZV. 
Then there are functions f, , fi such that 
- - 
0) lT/~(T)l~f,(lC~(x)l, IC&)l~, 
(ii) Eirher 1 F[ <f2( I C,(x){ ) or there is an x-invariant normal subgroup -- 
i@ of T with ) T/MI < p3”p’ and C,,(x) # 1. 
Proof. Assume that all T(x)-composition factors W of V satisfy some 
condition j W/I G IC,(x)l” +p)“+‘, then there is some obvious function fi 
such that 1 T/Cd V)I <f2( iC,(xjl ). But CA V) is contained in N, so the first 
possibility of (ii), and (if holds. Therefore assume that there is some T(x)- 
composition factor W of V with W= [W, T] and I WI & IC’~X)I(‘+~~~‘. 
Let W be an elementary abelian q-group, then there is some Sylow r-sub- 
group R of T, r # q, such that W= [ W, R]. We want to show, that the 
second case of (ii) holds with R = O,.(i”) C,(W), so we may embed W into 
some module over a larger field. So assume that W is over some 
algebraically closed field of characteristic q. By [ 11, (l.iO), the inequality 
dim W 4 (1 -t-~)~+’ dim C,(x) still holds. And this inequality must also 
hold for some R(x)-composition factor of W, so we may even assume, 
that W is irreducibIe for R(x). But now (3.4) and the last remark of (3.5) 
give IR/C,( W) <pp3@, and C R,cRcwj(x) # 1. Therefore we get the subgroup 
1Gi of T with the desired properties. But now we may definef, inductively, 
since the number of fixed points of x on fi@, z] is smaller than IC7.(x)l. 
And since z acts fixed point freely on T/4(T), we have nontrivial action of z 
as long as we need. 
(3.7) Remark. Let T be an r-group satisfying expf T) = r, c(T) < 2, and 
let xf Aut(T) be of order p” such that T= [T, z] for z:=x@‘-‘. Let T(x) 
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act on some elementary abelian q-group I/= [V, T], where p, q, r are three 
different primes. Then 1 VI < 1 [V, x]14. 
Proof. By [ 1, (l.lO)] we may assume that V is a module over some 
algebraically closed field of characteristic q, and by induction on the 
dimension of Y, we may assume that V is irreducible for T(x). But 
then clearly we may also assume that Y is T-irreducible, which yields 
that T is extraspecial, if we take T as faithfully represented on I/ without 
loss of generality. But now (3.3) applies to give the inequality 
p”(dim C,(x) - 1) $ dim I/: Using the fact that p and q are coprime, we get 
from this the following inequality: 
dim I’< (p”/p”-- l)(dim[ V, x] + 1) 
which obviously gives the desired result. 
(3.8) LEMMA. Let S be a q-group satisfying c(S) < 2 and exp( S) = q, and 
let T be an r-group acting on S, q and r two different odd primes, such that 
the foZl~wi~g h&is: c( T/C,(S)) < 2, exp( T/C AS)) = r and S = [S, T]. Let n 
be an a~t~m~rphism uf TS of order 2” such that T= [T, z] for z:= x2”-‘. 
Assume that TS(x) acts irreducib~~ on the abe~ian 2’-group V such that 
V = [ V, S] # 1. Then C,(x) # 1, and we get the ineq~a~it~ 
ProoJ: Write f (lC,(x)l) for the right-hand side of the above inequality. 
It is easy to check, that the hypotheses of the lemma are still fulfilled in 
T(S/C,( V))(x), so we may assume that C,(V) = 1. Assume by way of 
contradiction that ISI 4 f (lC,(x)l ). Then also 1 VI 4 lCV(x)13”+‘, and if 
v=v,+ .‘. + V, is the decomposition of Y into the direct sum of 9 
homogeneous components, then z has to normalize all Vi by (3.2). But then 
also T= ET, z] fixes all Vi, and they are only ~rmuted by (x). Let 
y = x2- be an element of largest order in (x) leaving invariant all com- 
ponents Vi. Then ,.k_;?“, and since [C,(x)1 = lC,,(y)l we also have 
(*) IV, I c lC,,(Y)l . By [l, (l.lO)], we may assume that V is a 
module over some algebraically closed field k. Since V, is a homogeneous 
module for S, we know that the center of s= S/C,( V,) is cyclic. We have 
[S, z] & C,( V,) since otherwise S= [S, [T, z]] E C,( VI) by the 3 sub- 
groups lemma. But then S acts trivial on V, which is not the case. In par- 
ticular, S is not cyclic but extraspecial. 
Again we must have the relation (*) for some irreducible [s, y](y)- 
submodule of V,, so assume that VI is itself irreducible for the group 
{S, y]( y). But ES, y] is an extra special subgroup of s with 
Z(s) = Z( [s, y] ), and so [S, y] acts faithfully on I/, . Also z acts non- 
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trivially on V,, so we may apply (3.3) to get [s, y] 6 2(nPm)3. But on the 
Frattini-factor group s/b(s), the group T/C,(s)(y) acts as described in 
remark (3.7). Therefore Is] < 1 [S, y][” < 2(n-m)‘2, and ISI < lS12” < 
2’n- ,jZmc4. But now the assumption ISI 4 f( ]C,(x)l) forces C,(x) = 1. This 
implies, however, that the minimal polynomial of x on V has degree 
smaller that 2”. Now [ 5, Theorem 1.21 implies [T, z] E C,(S), and 
therefore T = [T, z] E C,(S), a final contradiction. 
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS 
(4.1) PROPOSITION. There is a function f=f(p, n, m) such that if G is a 
solvable PI-group, p an odd prime, x an automorphism of order p” of G with 
[Co(~)1 <m, and 9= {Bj, Ai}l~i9n+l is an (x)-invariant F-chain of G, 
then IA+IIBn+II <f(p, n, ml 
ProojI For each odd prime p, we define the function f (p, n, m) = f,,,(m) 
by induction on n. The desired function will be a product of a certain num- 
ber of functions of m, the number and the functions depending also on p 
and n-but they are not given explicitly, only their existence is proved. By 
their properties, the function f,,Jm) satisfies the above inequality. The 
induction starts with an application of [7] to the semidirect product 
A,(x). Adopt notation from (2.4), (3.6) with X= (x) and Y= (z). Then 
we get the F-chain 9:= {Bi, A”i)ZGiGn+, in C,(z) invariant under (x). 
By induction, we already have some function f (p, n - 1, m) bounding the 
order of A”,+,/&+,. We have to show, that IIYJL,] is bounded by some 
function of n, p and m for i = 2,..., n + l-then IC,Jz) n A, + t/A”,+, I and 
therefore also ((C,(z) n A, + ,/B, + 1 ) are bounded by some function of n, p 
and m. Since the structure of K,, + ,/B, + L is so restricted, we also know that 
(K, + r/B, + r 1 is bounded and therefore putting together all functions we get 
a bound on IA,+,/B,+II ’ t m erms of n, p and m. Assume Ki # L, for i 3 2. 
Then we may apply (3.6) to Ki acting on the Frattini factor group of 
Ai- I /Bip r . Then (3.6) gives the desired bound. 
(4.2) THEOREM 1. (Refer to Section 1.) 
Proof Assume that the Fitting length of G is at least n + 1. Then we 
choose the (x)-invariant F-chain described in (2.2). Therefore by (4.1) the 
order of some critical subgroup in F,+ , (G)/F,(G) is bounded by a function 
of n,p and the number of fixed points of x on the F-chain (so also of m). 
But this critical subgroup of F,,+ I (G)/F,J G) is self-centralizing by 
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[3, 5.3.111, and again F,+,(G)/F,(G) is self-centralizing in G/F,,(G), so the 
order of G/F,(G) is bounded by some function of p, n and m. 
(4.3) PROPOSITION. There is a function f=f(n, m) such that if G is a 
solvable group of odd order, x an automorphism of order 2” of G, and 
F”= {Bi, Ai)l<i<Zn is an x-invariant F-chain of G, then IA,,/B,, 1 < 
f (n, m), where m = IC,(x)l. 
Proof: The proof is along the lines of (4.1), but some care is needed, 
since we cannot apply (3.6) now. The proof is again by induction on n, the 
case z= 1 being contained in [6]. With the notation of (2.4), we assume 
that AZ,,/& is already bounded by some function f (n - 1, m). Let i 2 3, we 
again bound the order of K,/L, in terms of n and m. Let n be the set of 
primes of the form 2k - 1 for some k < n. Then by (3.4) the &-Hall group of 
K,/L, is bounded by the number of fixed points of x on Ai- ,/Bi- 1. We 
treat the Mersenne primes smaller than 2” one by one, of course their num- 
ber is also bounded by some function of n. So let T be some Sylow t-sub- 
group of Ki for the Mersenne prime t, let S be some T(x)-invariant q-sub- 
group of Ai-, such that S = [S, T] is not contained in Bi- , . Then take I/ 
some TS(x)-composition factor of the Frattini factor group of Ai-,/Bi-, 
which is nontrivial for S. Then we may apply (3.8) to this situation, and we 
get that the number of such composition factors V and the order of the 
corresponding groups S/C,(V) are bounded by the number of fixed points 
of x on Ai-z/Bi-2. But T/Tn Bi is represented faithfully on 
O,,(Ai-,/Bi-,), and this group acts faithfully on A,_,/B,_,, so we get 
1 T/Tn Ai I bounded by some function of n and the number of fixed points 
of x. Now the proof parallels the proof of (4.1) we only use the F-chain 
9”: instead of 96: for the induction. 
(4.4) THEOREM 2. Proof: The proof follows the proof of (4.2), only uses 
(4.3) instead of (4.1). 
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